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Papua New Guinea may yet find itself the latest 

centre of the ongoing tug-of-war between East 

and West. China has long sought an economic 

and security deal with the islands as part of its 

push to dominate the Pacific, but the collapse 

of an agreement just prior to the start of the 

election season has caused tensions on all 

sides: prospective PM Peter O’Neill saying that 

no deals of any kind should be done until this 

was over, Australia decrying potential Chinese 

influence, and China itself claiming that ‘mutual respect’ is the foundation for all its efforts and 

casting aspersions on those that doubt this. One way or another, somebody has to lose and ‘PNG’ 

may soon come to mean more than just the country being caught in the middle.  

 

China’s intentions in the Pacific have been well-known for years, both in its military buildup (the South 

China Sea being an established flashpoint for ‘wargames’) and in its extension of economic development 

and support to the largely impoverished island communities – help which always comes with strings of 

influence and control attached. The now-dead deal with Papua New Guinea would have encompassed 

cyber-security, law enforcement training and ‘access’ to natural resources – all of which would set alarm 

bells ringing at an international level – and these may yet be resurrected once the new Port Moresby 

government (set to be decided in late July) makes its intentions clear. ‘Security assistance’ (ie military 

buildup) is a matter all its own, but a closer relationship between China and Papua New Guinea on even 

purely political and economic grounds is troubling. The outcome of Chinese influence is invariably the 

insidious turning of the home nation against trading partners that are either opposed to China or do not 

share its restrictive, autocratic worldview, and Chinese firms, particularly those operating in key industries 

or geopolitical jurisdictions (ideally both), are effectively arms of the state, which makes economic action 

Beijing government policy. With Papua New Guinea struggling with rampant poverty and lack of 

developmental infrastructure, China conducts significant trade (worth $4bn USD in 2021) and already buys 

most of the country’s energy, mineral and resource exports. It has positioned itself to be Papua New 

Guinea’s biggest, and best, trading partner – and is unlikely to accept anything less than total dominance.  

 

 



 
  

 

It is not as though Papua New Guinea does not have domestic problems of its own. The last election saw 

widespread ballot rigging, voter intimidation and violent protests, and Papua New Guinea’s political and 

social classes are rife with corruption and cronyism. The leading candidate for the Premiership, the 

aforementioned O’Neill, was himself forced from office on corruption charges as recently as 2019 and 

there is little major business that is not tainted by bribery or criminal influence. Notably, funding for anti-

corruption bodies has been slashed in real terms over the past five years and there is very little 

responsibility, or accountability, on the part of anyone in power for acknowledging that they are part of the 

problem. That law firm Norton Rose and bank UBS are facing a ten-year ban from Papua New Guinea 

over a loan that saw the country lose $400m USD is not so much a sign that the territory is looking to get 

tough on cases of malpractice and corruption, as it is looking for a scapegoat to avoid implicating key 

politicians. Transparency, it seems, has gone missing in action.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KCS Group Europe - Strategic Intelligence & Corporate Security 
 
A leading provider of security and intelligence services, we operate discreetly in some of the world’s most difficult environments on complex 
cases of fraud, theft, corruption, or market dynamics. We gather intelligence through the discreet use of human sources to level the playing field 
and help our clients identify and deal with any risks, weaknesses and threats which could impact on their business, financially or reputationally.  
 
Our key areas of expertise include: 

Corporate Intelligence Services - New market or sector entry research - Know your customer screening 
 
In addition, through our specialist team at KCS IS, we offer a unique service in the areas of Cyber Security and Cyber Risk. This covers 
penetration testing, vulnerability assessments, intelligence gathering and cyber security audits - providing unparalleled analysis, contingency 
planning, and implementation. 
 
To find out more or to arrange a meeting to discuss your business needs, please email the team at info@kcsgroupeurope.com or               
call (00 44) 2072451191 




